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ABSTRACT

1

In this paper, we present TILT, a transparency information language and toolkit explicitly designed to represent and process transparency information in line with the requirements of the GDPR and
allowing for a more automated and adaptive use of such information
than established, legalese data protection policies do.
We provide a detailed analysis of transparency obligations from
the GDPR to identify the expressiveness required for a formal transparency language intended to meet respective legal requirements.
In addition, we identify a set of further, non-functional requirements that need to be met to foster practical adoption in real-world
(web) information systems engineering. On this basis, we specify
our formal language and present a respective, fully implemented
toolkit around it. We then evaluate the practical applicability of our
language and toolkit and demonstrate the additional prospects it
unlocks through two different use cases: a) the inter-organizational
analysis of personal data-related practices allowing, for instance,
to uncover data sharing networks based on explicitly announced
transparency information and b) the presentation of formally represented transparency information to users through novel, more
comprehensible, and potentially adaptive user interfaces, heightening data subjects’ actual informedness about data-related practices
and, thus, their sovereignty.
Altogether, our transparency information language and toolkit
allow – differently from previous work – to express transparency
information in line with actual legal requirements and practices
of modern (web) information systems engineering and thereby
pave the way for a multitude of novel possibilities to heighten
transparency and user sovereignty in practice.

Transparency has been a core principle in philosophical, legal, and
technical deliberations around privacy1 for decades. This particularly applies to data privacy in everyday digital life: To be able to act
in a sovereign and self-determined way and actually make informed
choices, individuals need to have sufficient knowledge about the
actual facts and givens regarding the processing of personal data,
including, e.g., which party collects what personal data for which
purposes, how long this data is (going to be) stored, et cetera. Data
protection laws and regulations around the world – such as the
European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [8] or the
California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) [36] – therefore explicitly
include transparency rules for data processing parties, obligating
them to reveal respective information to the data subjects.
These obligations are today typically fulfilled through respective transparency parts of written privacy policies. Such privacy
policies do, however, exhibit several shortcomings that severely
limit their actual reception and comprehension on the side of data
subjects: First of all, privacy policies are often long, complex, and
written in legalese language, making it hard for data subjects to
locate transparency-related information and actually understand
them correctly [24, 33]. Second, different privacy policies employ
different logical structures and vocabularies for factually similar
statements, causing significant reading and decoding efforts for
every new policy to be understood [25]. Such practice structurally
discriminates people who are less privacy-literate [37]. Finally, data
transfers towards other parties are now a broadly established practice. Data subjects wanting to see “the whole picture” in such contexts therefore have to read and understand multiple policies and
establish the logical interdependencies between them themselves.
Together with the ever-increasing number of services used (and,
thus, of privacy policies to be read), this leads to a state where privacy policies, including respective transparency statements, are not
read anymore before using a particular service and/or consenting to
a certain collection and use of personal data [27]. Under such conditions, transparency statements increasingly degenerate into rather
self-serving formal compliance exercises instead of actually fostering data subjects’ informedness of decisions and self-sovereign
conduct with regard to privacy.
For other areas of privacy, dedicated technologies have repeatedly been demonstrated to be capable of lowering the cognitive
and administrative effort required on the side of data subjects and
thereby of re-aligning the actual real-world practice to the (still
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INTRODUCTION

1 Being

well aware of the slightly different notions between “Privacy” and “Data
Protection”, we use these terms interchangeably herein.

valid) original intentions behind privacy regulations. Technologies
for digitally mediated and partially automated consent provision
are one example: They lower individuals’ need to care about every
single act of data sharing while still allowing them to fine-tune their
consent to individual preferences in line with legal requirements
for specificity, thus counteracting ongoing trends towards overly
broad consent provision [38].
Following the paradigm of privacy by design, which basically
requires all privacy principles to be appropriately reflected in technology2 , we aim to achieve the same for the principle of transparency herein. Our goal is thus to provide technical artifacts that
significantly lower user-side efforts required for gathering and comprehending transparency information while at the same time providing the capabilities necessary to meet regulatory requirements
and, thus, to actually be applicable in practice. An indispensable
precondition for such artifacts is the capability to represent relevant transparency information in a structured, machine-readable
format and the possibility to easily employ this representation in
real-world information systems. For this purpose, we particularly
provide the following contributions:

2

RELATED WORK & REQUIREMENTS

Technical approaches to (privacy-related) transparency are commonly discussed under the term of transparency-enhancing technologies (TETs). Such TETs exist in a broad variety of forms addressing transparency from many different angles. In particular, TETs
comprise such diverse technologies as generating a location history
based on social media entries [19], visualizing data exports [21],
phone sensor permission management [41], or in-browser cookie
tracking [31]. For categorizing these TETs, different taxonomies
exist [13, 18]. Zimmerman [42] particularly distinguishes ex-ante,
realtime, and ex-post TETs, with ex-ante TETs providing information about a processor’s intended data collection and processing
before the collection. Our aspired goal of making transparencyrelated statements more accessible and comprehensible for data
subjects to heighten the informedness of their decisions clearly falls
into this ex-ante category. Often mentioned “privacy dashboards”
providing an integrated view to current and past possession and
processing of data [1, 4, 32], in contrast, would fall into the ex-post
category and thus clearly differ from our intent. Within the subdomain of ex-ante TETs, in turn, the herein addressed problems
associated with written transparency statements not meeting their
originally intended goals are particularly subject to two research
strands: Automated knowledge extraction from privacy policies
and pre-existing transparency languages. Both shall be introduced
briefly before distilling requirements for our aspired language and
toolkit.

• An in-depth analysis of transparency information that needs
to be expressible to meet the requirements of the GDPR
• A formal specification of a structured, machine-readable
language meeting these expressiveness requirements – the
“Transparency Information Language”
• Two fully implemented libraries for widely used programming languages (Python and Java) allowing to easily process
and manage respective representations in real-world information systems – the most important parts of the “Toolkit”
around our language
• A demonstration of the opportunities arising from the
machine-readable representation and technical mediation
of transparency information through two exemplary casestudies for a) inter-organizational analyses of stated data
transfers and b) novel, adaptive user interfaces

2.1

Privacy Policy Knowledge Extraction

One established approach for technically addressing transparencyrelated problems is to extract respective information from preexisting policies by means of natural language processing (NLP) and
to then provide additional functionalities on top of the so-extracted
data. This particularly includes attempts based on extensive static
rules and named entity recognition [6] as well as more dynamic
ones employing methods of crowdsourcing and machine-learning
[11]. So far, however, these typically focus on merely identifying
blocks from a privacy policy dedicated to different subjects (like
“collection”) instead of actually extracting information at a sufficient
level of detail [5, 35] or achieve accuracies that are insufficient
to be considered a reasonable basis for providing functionality
with legal relevance on top of them [6, 11]. In addition, respective
endeavors do typically not pay explicit regard to the actual and
detailed regulatory requirements. A structured, machine-readable
and interoperable representation that can be used for a multitude
of different purposes is typically also out of scope.
The higher-level functionality aspired and sometimes even implemented in above-mentioned projects may, however, serve as
blueprint for what we intend to facilitate with our structured transparency language and toolkit. In particular, this includes enhanced
graphical presentations intended to improve comprehensibility [11],
chatbots providing answers about a company’s personal data practices [12], or automatically generated icon representations allowing
for a quick and intuitive overview of personal data practices [9].

We thus explicitly follow an engineering-driven approach, providing novel, practically usable technological artifacts that address
a currently open socio-technical challenge. Our respective considerations and contributions unfold as follows: Section 2 summarizes
related work on transparency enhancing technologies and identifies requirements for the aspired language and toolkit. Afterwards,
section 3 distills the necessary expressiveness of a transparency
information language based on structured GDPR study. Based on
these deliberations, the new transparency information language is
formally defined and technically implemented (see section 4). In
section 5, the language is practically embedded into a toolkit with
storage and interoperability functionalities. In section 6, we then
demonstrate two exemplary applications, which enhance transparency using the language and toolkit components. Eventually
possible future work is conceptualized in section 7. Finally, section 8
concludes.

2 See,

for instance, Art. 25 GDPR requiring technical measures “designed to implement
data protection principles” and, thus, covering all principles mentioned in Art. 5.
2

2.2

Through the introduction of structured-types, nomenclature and
format conventions, the content becomes more accessible and interoperable. Besides fostering the independent development of different components on top of commonly shared semantics, this
would also allow to create, for instance, templates for transparency
declarations, standardized mappings to textual representations, etc.

Transparency Languages

Given the insufficient prospects of starting with pre-existing, textual transparency information from privacy policies, an alternative
approach is to start with a structured and machine-readable representation of the transparency information to be provided. Frameworks proposed in this regard so far – like respective parts of the
W3Cs early P3P standard [7] or industry-driven initiatives like IAB’s
Transparency & Consent Framework [16] – do, however lack the
expressiveness actually required by privacy regulation. For instance,
P3P provided a severely limited vocabulary of pre-defined purposes
which does not suffice to express actually occuring purposes in
the required level of specificity [see, e.g., 38] while the IAB Europe
Framework completely neglects several information obligations
(e.g. rights to access, automated decision making etc.) and claims
registration fees for participation. More recent policy languages
[e.g., 10, 22] come closer to the legally required expressiveness aspired herein. However, these typically try to cover all aspects of a
privacy policy from the outset, resulting in a considerable level of
complexity (e.g. considering the problem of de-identification mixed
with transparency obligations) and/or still resemble the concept of
limited, fixed vocabularies known from earlier proposals. At the
same time, they typically lack publicly available and easily adoptable (reference) implementations in the form of re-usable libraries,
severely limiting their practical applicability in real-world (web)
information systems. The effective adoption of privacy languages
also has been detained because of missing content validation and
(not even rudimentary) user interfaces.
Altogether, none of the transparency-related technologies and
languages proposed so far thus satisfies our intent to represent
transparency information as required by the GDPR ex-ante in a
machine-readable form and in line with actual legal requirements
while at the same time being easily usable in practice.

2.3

Req. 3 (FR): Support for inter-system communication and versioned
persistence. Our language is explicitly intended to be used in online
contexts, with transparency information being exchanged between
multiple sub-components of an overall system, external services,
user-side applications, etc. Capabilities for communicating and
storing respective representations as well as for referring to them
across component- and system boundaries in a standardized manner
are therefore indispensable. In particular, this should be possible in
a version-aware form, allowing to update transparency information
while still keeping previous versions available.
Req. 4 (FR): Application- or Domain-Specific Extensibility. The benefits of standardization laid out in req. 2 notwithstanding, specific
application domains, service providers or even single applications
might raise additional transparency requirements that cannot reasonably be covered in a generalized manner. This could, for instance,
be the case because of sector-specific regulatory obligations going
beyond those from the GDPR. To also facilitate the usage of our
artifacts in such settings, they must allow to implement respective extensions on top of their underlying, general functionality.
In particular, this should be possible in a way that preserves the
applicability of extensions in case of our general components being
updated (thus speaking against domain-specific forks, for example).
Req. 5 (NFR): Implementation as reusable artifact. A core principle of software engineering is to not implement similar functionality multiple times but to encapsulate respective functionality
in re-usable components as far as possible. Besides avoiding inconsistencies between different implementations and allowing to
focus development and maintenance efforts on just one target, this
also fosters wider adoption and simpler integration into real-world
systems. Our technical artifacts should therefore be provided in
the form of reusable artifacts that can be integrated into relevant
development environments as seamlessly as possible.

Requirements

Based on the above and on other works in the domain of information
systems engineering in general and practice-oriented privacy engineering in particular [esp. 29], we can identify a set of requirements
our aspired language and toolkit have to fulfill. These comprise
specifications regarding what functionality is to be implemented
(functional requirements, FR) as well as rather non-functional requirements (NFR) describing additional characteristics that the language and toolkit must provide in order to ease and foster practical
adoption.

Req. 6 (NFR): Developer-Friendliness and and low implementation
overhead. Besides the provision as reusable artifacts, developerfriendliness and low implementation efforts are also crucial for
facilitating adoption in practice. On the one hand, this is the case
because developers will try to avoid sophisticated and hard-to use
technical mechanisms while intuitive and easily integratable ones
might be adopted out of developers’ intrinsic motivation or mere
curiosity [29]. On the other hand, developer-friendliness and ease
of implementation are also relevant for a more formal reason: Art.
25 of the GDPR requires ”appropriate technical [...] measures” to be
implemented for materializing data protection principles (including transparency). The appropriateness, in turn, depends (amongst
other factors) on “the costs of implementation”. The lower the implementation efforts (and, thus, costs) for adopting a novel technical
mechanism are, the more likely is this adoption therefore to be considered obligatory. Developer-friendliness and low implementation
efforts thus also have legal implications.

Req. 1 (FR): Sufficient expressiveness to meet legal obligations. The
most important requirement is a functional one. Our language must
be capable of expressing all transparency information required by
the GDPR in a sufficiently specific form. Only when this is the case,
our language can actually form a sustainable basis for novel technical approaches to transparency that still unfold legal relevance and,
thus, overcome the limitations of previous approaches like P3P (see
above). The details constituting this requirement will be elaborated
further in section 3.
Req. 2 (FR): Possible standardization of commonly used transparency information items. Another goal regards the standardization of as many transparency information items as possible.
3
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Table 1: Transparency information obligations by the GDPR

EXPRESSIVENESS REQUIREMENTS

To unfold legal relevance as a possible replacement for written
transparency statements and, thus, to provide actual societal and
business value, a transparency language must be capable of expressing all legally required transparency information at a sufficient level
of detail. We refer to this capability under the term of expressiveness.
Given its prominent role as a blueprint for privacy and data protection regulations worldwide, we extract respective requirements
from the European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [8].
Here, transparency requirements are set out in Articles 12-15.
More precisely, Art. 12 requires controllers to provide transparency
information to data subjects “in a concise, transparent, intelligible
and easily accessible form”. Even though implicitly assuming the
provision through traditional, purely textual policies, the GDPR also
foresees alternative communicative channels such as standardized
and machine-readable icons (see Art. 12 (7)).
The transparency information to be provided to data subjects
proactively, in turn, are laid out in Art. 13 and 14 in more detail
for different settings (distinguishing cases where personal data is
collected from the data subject from those where it is obtained
from elsewhere). Beyond these, Art. 15 defines information to be
provided to data subjects upon request, particularly also including
the personal data itself. Leaving aside the latter (which is overly
complex and diverse across different data controllers to be covered
by a uniform language as aspired herein), the transparency obligations from Art. 13-15 strongly overlap and shall serve as the basis
for determining the required expressiveness herein.
Besides the mentioned ones, Art. 30 – obligating data controllers
to maintain “records of processing activities” – also exhibits strong
overlaps regarding the information to be kept in such records. Even
though serving the principle of accountability and not the one of
transparency (cf. Art. 5(2)), our aspired language may thus also play
a role in this regard later. We therefore include the requirements
from Art. 30 in our analysis. The resulting summary of all relevant
articles is provided in table 1.
Each of these transparency requirements can be translated into
a corresponding building block for our aspired transparency information language. The required data fields and respective data types
to be included in these blocks result either from the GDPR itself
or from technical considerations regarding unambiguousness. In
some cases, the exact data fields and types to be provided are not
externally given and we had to make reasonable determinations
to allow for a well-specified formal representation in subsequent
steps. Due to space constraints, the considerations behind each and
every field and type cannot be laid out herein. Two building blocks
shall, however, exemplarily be examined in some more detail:

Reference(s)

Transparency information

13 (1a)

14 (1a)

30 (1a)

Controller

13 (1b)

14 (1b)

30 (1a)

Data protection officer

13 (1c)

14 (1c)

13 (1c)

14 (1c)

Legal basis

13 (1d)

14 (2b)

Legitimate interests

13 (1e)

14 (1e)

15 (1c)

30 (1d)

Recipient (categories)

13 (1f)

14 (1f)

15 (1c)

30 (1e)

Third country transfer

13 (1f)

14 (1f)

15 (2)

30 (1e)

Adequacy (third country)

13 (1f)

14 (1f)

15 (2)

30 (1e)

Access and Data portability

13 (2a)

14 (2a)

15 (1d)

30 (1f)

Retention or storage criteria

13 (2b)

14 (2c)

15 (1e)

Right to request access

13 (2b)

14 (2c)

15 (1e)

Right to correction or deletion

13 (2b)

14 (2c)

15 (1e)

Right to data portability

13 (2c)

14 (2d)

13 (2d)

14 (2e)

15 (1f)

14 (2g)

15 (1h)

15 (1a)

30 (1b)

Right to withdraw consent
Right to complaint

13 (2e)
13 (2f)

Purposes

Necessity/Non-disclosure
Automated decision making

14 (2f)

Sources

13 (3)

Notification on purpose change
30 (1c)

Data subjects/Data disclosed

defined in subsequent steps. Regarding the formats, standardized
representations exist and are therefore used for country codes,
phone numbers, and email addresses. The remaining fields, in turn,
are considered as simple strings.
Data Disclosed → Legal Basis: The building block “Data Disclosed” integrates multiple transparency obligations related to particular categories of personal data collected and processed. For
instance, Art. 13 and 14 both require to inform about “the legal
basis for the processing” of personal data. This information has –
like those relating to other obligations in this building block – to be
provided in relation to specific categories of personal data. It must
therefore be possible to repeat the whole “Data Disclosed” block
multiple times, once for each category of personal data concerned.3
The legitimating legal basis, in turn, can be a provision from the
GDPR itself or from any other law or regulation such as a national
disease control regulation, which, in some cases, may require additional remarks or explanations. We therefore deduce the need for
a bipartite statement here, comprising an obligatory standardized
reference to a legal provision and an optional free-text description.
In a similar vein, we analyzed all transparency obligations and
specified required blocks for our transparency information language. A summary of the resulting blocks and data fields that need
to be expressible is provided in table 2. Notably, this also includes a
separate building block with meta-information allowing to uniquely

Data Protection Officer: Art. 13 and 14 of the GDPR require “the
contact details of the data protection officer” to be provided whereas
Art. 30 requires “the name and contact details” (emph. added) to
be included in the record of processing activities. As no further
definition is provided regarding which contact details are required,
we had to make an educated assumption here and declared a postal
address, a country code, and an email address obligatory. In addition,
we foresee the phone-number as an optional field. The name of
the data protection officer, in turn, is obligatory only for Art. 30.
It is therefore not an obligatory element for our language to be

3 See

4

Data Disclosed → Data category.

Table 2: Building blocks to be expressed within TILT

identify a particular record of transparency information, to specify validity dates, or to ensure its integrity. These allow for more
advanced functionalities at later stages.

Meta

Access/Data portability
Number*4

4

LANGUAGE DESIGN AND
IMPLEMENTATION

Based on the above analysis of the required expressiveness and the
identification of data formats to be used, we designed our transparency information language (TIL), following well-established
steps from language design [26] also employed for other privacyrelated languages [cf. 38]. In particular, this includes a complete
formal grammar in Extended Backus-Naur form (EBNF) [17] and a
complete JSON17 Schema v7 specification [30]. Both are, again due
to space constraints, available online.18 Some core concepts shall,
however, be briefly elucidated below.

4.1

1. Possibility available?*
2. Description accessibility
3. URL
4. E-mail
5. [Identification evidence]
6. Administrative fee
a. Amount b. Currency
7. Data format(s)

Controller

1. Data (category)
2. [Sources]
a. Description
b. URL
c. Publicly available?

1. Company name*
2. Division7
3. Address*
4. Country code*8
5. Name (representative)*
6. Email (representative)*
7. Phone (representative)

Formal definition

Serving as a reference for different implementations, the formal
definition of our language translates each of the building blocks
from table 2 into a finite set of production rules. In anticipation of
the JSON Schema implementation, some extra fields are necessary
to that end. The complete set of productions creates a context-free
grammar.
First (cf. listing 1), the root element tilt consists of three associated non-terminal symbols which are header and properties, and
an optional [addProp]. The latter allows any customization and
extension of the language for their users if needed (see Req. 4). After
having defined the root element and associated non-terminals, all
4 Follows

the database-specific implementation; should offer as much entropy for
globally unique identifiers.
5 All language abbreviation codes follow the established ISO 639-1 standard as identifiers for names of languages.
6 The hash is based on one SHA256 calculation of the document content.
7 Differentiates internally of a company; relevant for large companies.
8 All country codes follow the established ones ISO 3166 country abbreviation standard.
9 The legitimate interest only has to be stated if the processing is carried out in accordance with Art. 13 (1d).
10 Thus, any third country transfers are also defined.
11 “A time period is represented in the format [start date]P[YY][MM][WW][TD]
[T[hH][mM][s[.f]S]]. The P indicates as a leading information letter that a period
follows. Periods that contain a portion of the time are delimited by a T, as in the specification of the start time. It is therefore possible to distinguish between the months and
minutes (M). The same rules apply for formatting the starting time as for normal dates.”
(own translation) Cf. https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_8601#Zeitspannen. Note: In
most cases the start date would probably be omitted or implicitly results from the time
the personal data was collected.
12 The TTL (“time to live”) specifies a specific “lifetime” in the form of a time span.
13 The aggregation function describes the calculation basis when specifying several
time intervals. For example, if there is storage for 2 weeks for technical reasons (e.g.
backup), but there is a legally longer retention period, the maximum aggregation
function (max) would be selected (standard case).
14 According to Art. 45. The “suitable guarantees can be available without special
authorization from a supervisory authority” (Art. 15) under certain conditions.
15 This duty to provide information is limited to the collection of personal data that
does not take place from the data subject (Art. 14).
16 Refers to the necessity and consequences in the event of non-disclosure: According
to Art. 13 (2e), this refers to the information whether the provision of the personal data
is required by law or contract or is required for the conclusion of a contract, whether
the data subject is obliged to provide the personal data and the possible consequences
of not providing it.
17 For

1. Identification
2. Name*
3. Creation date*
4. Modification date*
5. Version*
6. Language code*5
7. Status*
8. URL*
9. Hash*6

Sources15 , per item:

Data Protection Officer

Rights to information,
rectification/deletion,
data portability,
withdraw consent, for each:

1. Name
2. Address*
3. Country code*
4. Email*
5. Phone

1. Possibility available?*
2. Description
3. URL
4. E-mail
5. [Identification evidence]

Data Disclosed, per item:

Right to complain

1. Data category*
2. [Purpose]*
a. Purpose*
b. Description*
3. [Legal basis]*
a. Reference*
b. Description
4. [Legitimate interest]*9
a. Exists?*
b. Reasoning
5. [Recipient (category)]*10
a.–d. (as controller)
e. Category*
6. [Storage periods]*
a. temporal11 : TTL12
b. conditional: Purpose
c. conditional: Legal basis
d. Aggregation function13

1.–5.: see above
6. Supervisory authority*
7.–10.: contact details
Non-disclosure16 , per item:
1. Data (category)*
2. Legal requirement?*
3. Contractual regulation?*
4. Obligation to provide?*
5. Consequences if not provided*
Automated decision making
1. In use?*
2. Logic involved
3. Scope and intended effects of
processing for the data subject
Notification on change

Adequacy decisions
1. Third country abbreviation
2. Decision by commission?
3. Appropriate guarantees?14
4. Description of guarantees
5. Rights and effective remedies
6. Description thereof
7. Standard protection clause?

the choice of JSON over other formats, see below.

18 https://github.com/Transparency-Information-Language/schema

5

1. Affected categories
2. Date time of change
3. URL of last document

Legend:
Item*: Mandatory information
[Item]: List (possibly empty)

20

25

30

property non-terminals are resolved to either their relative nonterminal symbols or directly to basic types, which are described
at the end of the specification. The meta non-terminal field id, for
instance, directly resolves to a string value which is a basic type.
All other non-terminals describe the individual fields of the building
blocks listed in table 2.

values. For many of them regular expressions (or type descriptions
referring to regular expressions stated in there) are given. Since
JSON is used as the meta language of expression, its specification is
directly taken and adapted from the official grammar.19 We provide
a visualized version of the grammar including all syntax diagrams
online.

tilt := header, properties, [addProp];

4.2

header := schema, id, title, description, examples, [addProp];
schema := 'http://json-schema.org/draft-07/schema';
id := 'https://github.com/<anonymized>';
title := 'Transparency Information Language';
description := string;
examples := { properties };

One of the main contributions of this paper is the full language
implementation in the form of a JSON Schema. Alternative technical implementations could also be developed with XML/XSD or
RDF/RDFS. For reasons similar to the ones listed in [38] – human
readability, robustness, broad programming language and tooling
support, and resource efficiency – we opted for JSON/JSON Schema
as the default representation format.20 In the following, we first
present the core language implementation. In a second step, we
then demonstrate how this implementation can be extended.

properties := meta,
controller, dataProtectionOfficer, dataDisclosed,
thirdCountryTransfers, accessAndDataPortability, sources,
rightToInformation, rightToRectificationOrDeletion,
rightToDataPortability, rightToWithdrawConsent, rightToComplain,
automatedDecisionMaking, changesOfPurpose, [addProp];

4.2.1 Core language. Regarding the core language model, in 2692
lines of code we represent every single field of all introduced building blocks. Each one has its own type definition, including a comprehensible description, at least one example value and in most
cases further type specifications through regular expressions or
other means in JSON schema. The schema also contains a complete document covering most of the possible paths of the syntax
tree. Some properties, such as $schema, $id, title etc., are (defacto21 ) mandatory JSON Schema meta properties which are used
to describe the document for validators. Afterwards, the language
definition according to the formal definition is carried out. Moreover, all building blocks are marked as required since all of these
properties have to be expressed explicitly (addressing Req. 1 and
Req. 2). The language allows additional properties as pointed out
in the formal definition above, which is relevant for controllers
that want to extend the schema by their needs apart from GDPR
transparency information (Req. 4).
An example for custom type validation is the reference to a legal basis for data processing. Several conventions were introduced
(see table 2) that need to be enforced within the technical implementation. In this example, the convention is materialized using a
regular expression and its description as depicted in listing 3. Likewise, valid and invalid examples are given in listings 4 and 5. The
first example successfully validates against the regular expression,
whereas the second does not. JSON Schema validators22 quickly
reveal erroneous fields to be corrected.

Listing 1: Grammar for root element, JSON Schema meta
fields, and main properties
An exemplary building block is formally defined in listing 2
properties
and visualized in figure
1: The dataDisclosed property definition
dataProtectionOfﬁcer is referencing:
reflects the cases according
to Art. 13(1f) GDPR in which the rename
address
cipients or categories thereof
need to be specified. In many cases,
country
email
the non-terminal symbols do not directly resolve to terminals as
in the case of purposes: The additional production rules allow the
recursive definition of a set of (purpose, description) pairs.
dataDisclosed

65

70

75

80

dataDisclosed := {(
id,
id
category
purposes
legalBases
category,
legitimateInterests
recipients
purposes,
category
legalBases,
legitimateInterests,
storage
nonDisclosure
addProp
(recipients | category),
storage,
dataDisclosed = { ( id , category , purposes ,
legalBases , legitimateInterests , ( recipients | category ) ,
nonDisclosure,
storage , nonDisclosure , [ addProp ] ) };
[addProp]
Items referencing dataDisclosed:
)};
properties

category := string; dataDisclosed is referencing:
id
purposes :=
(purpose, description)
| purposes;
purpose := string;
...

Listing 2: Grammar

Figure 1: Syntax diagrams

All fields are syntactically defined, not necessarily semantically.
However, many fields carry implicit semantics in their syntax: The
stringDate or stringEmail (not shown) fields are such examples
for which the exact format does not allow semantically different
inputs. These specifications are of particular relevance when technically implementing the language because the meta language at
least needs to support data validation via regular expressions.
Finally, the specification comprises all basic types which resolve
to terminal symbols. These include string, boolean, and number

Technical implementation
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"properties": {
"reference": {
"$id": "#/properties/dataDisclosed/items/anyOf/0/properties/
legalBases/items/anyOf/0/properties/reference",
"type": "string",
"title": "Reference",

19 https://www.json.org/json-en.html
20 Other

representations, particularly in XML, might be added later with reasonable
effort. First steps in that direction are experimentally documented: https://github.com/
Transparency-Information-Language/tilt-experimental/tree/master/xsd
21 The minimal valid JSON Schema document is an empty object type (trivial).
22 e.g. https://github.com/ssilverman/snowy-json
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that has been specifically designed around the technical implementation at hand in section 5. Before that, we illustrate how the
language capabilities can be customized for a specific application
domain in the following section.

"description": "This field refers to the reference in legal
regulations (laws, orders, declaration etc.). The format is set
to uppercase letters for the legal text followed by hyphened
numbers and lowercase letters for the exact location.",
"pattern": "^[A-Z]*([-]?[0-9]*|[a-z]*)*$",
"examples": [ "GDPR-99-1-a" ]

4.2.2 Extension through vocabularies. In many plausible cases, it
should be possible to extend the expressiveness of the language.
Reasons for this can be controller-specific requirements or the
binding to other language definitions. Therefore we show how to
specify single fields by using the example of purpose definitions.
In [29] the authors require purpose definitions to be hierarchical
and based on flexible vocabularies with allowed and prohibited
values. In the context of personal data sharing, different purposes
may define “broad” or “narrow” consent respectively for which
transparency should be guaranteed. Examples for such hierarchies
are the following:

},
...

855

Listing 3: dataDisclosed/legalBases/reference schema

45

"legalBases": [
{
"reference": "GDPR-6-1-a",
"description": "The data
subject has given..."
},
...

Listing 4: Valid legal
basis

45

"legalBases": [
{
"reference": "CCPA 1798",
"description": "A consumer
shall..."
},
...

Listing 5: Invalid legal
basis

•
•
•
•

Similar to the above-mentioned mechanisms, other fields are also
validated. For instance, timestamps, language and country codes
or international telephone numbers are validated using custom
regular expressions according to the conventions stated above.
JSON Schema also has built-in types, which are used through
the format keyword. For instance, the uri-reference format is
used to validate HTTP links to the controller’s web page or the
accessAndDataPortability measures.
Besides the validation of singular fields within (sub)schemas of
properties, overarching interrelationships are validated by our language implementation as well. As laid out in Art. 22 GDPR and the
Recitals 71, 72 and 91, data subjects needs to be informed about the
logic involved in case automated decision making is in use. Consequently, there is an interdependency between existing fields within
the language schema. Such requirements are solved using logical
operators within JSON Schema. An if-then construct enforces the
appearance of logicInvolved and scopeAndIntendedEffects,
whenever the (automatedDecisionMaking) inUse property is set to
true.
Another example for higher-order capabilities of our language
is the GDPR requirement to state the “the period for which the
personal data will be stored, or [. . . ] the criteria used to determine
that period” according to Art. 13 (2a). Taking into account the requirements from real-world scenarios, different modalities to fulfill
this requirement are apparent. The formal definition sets up three
possibilities to define the time period or respective criteria. In the
technical implementation the choice is constructed using an anyOf
environment. The logic is implemented as part of the storage
item. Consequently, controllers can express temporal as well as
purposeConditional and legalBasisConditional options.
Building domain-specific languages is an “incremental, modular,
and extensible way from parameterized building blocks” as [26]
state. The building blocks as worked out in table 2 might be extended or changed over time, since a new iteration of GDPR is about
to come. Therefore, the introduced language model has to be seen
as a “living” specification that will have to adapt to new legislation
over time.
In order to motivate the usage of our language in practical privacy engineering, we demonstrate several components of a toolkit

Research / Marketing / ... (broad)
Clinical research / Advertising / ... (rather broad)
COVID19 research / Targeted advertising / ... (rather narrow)
Polymerase chain reaction testing / Tracking technologies
including mouse movements / ... (narrow)

Our transparency information language can be extended at attribute level. Given the purposeConditional field, we can deviate
from the simple string array and formulate a custom vocabulary
in three steps23 :
First, we create a JSON schema for the new purpose field specifying all values and necessary rules as a stand-alone document.
Using the allOf, anyOf, and not keywords every combination of
purposes can be formulated. There is full flexibility on the purpose
vocabulary. An accepted authority could publish a full definition of
purposes under an open content license. Then, industry can adopt
the vocabulary to incorporate new transparency standards. Adding
the enum, const and not meta language elements, there can even
be made a distinction between allowed and prohibited purposes.
Secondly, we change the items specification within the original
schema to the uri-reference where our new purpose vocabulary file
can be found (online). Finally, we can validate the extended schema
using existing schema validators.
As a consequence, this extension shows how the language definition can become more expressive using externally defined schemata.
Therefore even full complementary privacy preference languages
can be integrated. If another language is also implemented in JSON
schema, data controllers can profit from the capabilities of both
languages at the same time (Reqs. 4, 5, 6).

5

TOOLKIT

To meet the requirements for re-usability (Req. 5) and developerfriendliness (Req. 6), we also provide companion libraries for two
programming languages widely used in the domain of (web) information systems: Java and Python. These libraries allow to programmatically create, manage, and validate transparency information objects. In addition, we crafted a fully implemented document
storage with an easily usable remote API, providing inter-system
23 For
a
detailed
description,
refer
Transparency-Information-Language/vocabularies
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to

http://github.com/

communication and versioned persistence (Req. 3) and heightening
re-usability (Req. 5) and developer-friendliness (Req. 6) even further.

5.1

// 1 - Generate new Tilt instance from scratch
Tilt tilt = new Tilt();
Controller controller = new Controller();
controller.setName("Example Company SE");
tilt.setController(controller);
// 2 - Validate existing documents
TiltValidator.validateDocumentFromUrl(DOCUMENT_URL);
// 3 - De-serialize and manipulate existing documents
Tilt t = Converter.fromJsonString(instance);
t.getMeta().setHash("42");

General Purpose Programming Language
Bindings

With the above language alone, transparency information now can
be expressed in a standardized manner using the JSON Schema
implementation. The manual creation of these JSON documents
can be supported by (visual) editors.24 However, a manual workflow
is error-prone and difficult to distribute among several people or
departments in a company. Therefore, we provide two general
purpose programming language bindings that allow to express
the transparency information building blocks as native language
elements.25,26 After the creation of such elements, these can be
serialized as JSON documents according to the schema. Moreover,
already existing JSON documents that successfully validate against
the schema can be imported into the programming language at
hand. Here, we show two implementations in Java and Python,
demonstrating that and how transparency information can also
be generated in a developer-centric manner in program code. This
approach allows the involvement of the developers who ultimately
implement the actual data processing and who know best which
data is processed where and for which purpose. Other language
bindings are planned to complement the toolkit as future work
(candidate languages are JavaScript, Kotlin, Swift etc.) for covering
a more diverse field of application development.27
The Java implementation of our language allows the dynamic
creation of JSON documents according to the language schema.
The core consists of 34 classes. For each class, the fields are
only accessible through Getter and Setter methods. Each field is
annotated using the jackson28 library for efficient (de)serialization.
Additional toString() methods help for testing and logging purposes. Listing 6 represents the low-effort use of the implementation
(Req. 6) in a shortened form: (1) The central Tilt object type
encapsulates all pieces of transparency information which are
empty by default. (2) For the validation of external documents
only the URL has to be provided. (3) Existing documents can
be de-serialized and manipulated using the Converter class.
For seamless distribution, the software project is automatically
packaged using the Github automation workflow. As a result, the
package is available through popular dependency repositories
by adding the reference to our implementation to the traditional
pom.xml file (Req. 5). We emphasize that by providing the package,
it is now possible to integrate the language into the context of large
distributed systems. Java is particularly popular in the context of
service-oriented architectures and data-intensive web services [40].
Modern microservice architectures build upon loosely coupled
message oriented communication models (Req. 3). Through the
included JSON adapters, the integration should be realizable with
little development efforts (Req. 6).

Listing 6: Java language binding example.
The Python library functions very similar to the previously described implementation. It consists of class representations and
several __init__(args) and helper functions for type checking
and conversion. With the exception of the json library, there are no
other dependencies, which makes the full language binding uncomplicated and easy to integrate into existing software projects (Req.
5). Along with the core module comes the documentation of the
open source project and several example programs that are linked
to an interactive online playground. The library, documentation,
etc. are provided as a PyPI package.29 Therefore, the tool can be
installed by every developer using the standard package sources.30
For the validation tasks, we have successfully tested and therefore
recommend the fastjsonschema31 library.
Both language bindings have in common that they facilitate the
adaptive creation of transparency information documents. Having
the tool at hand allows developers to manifest the transparency
notice in source code on a par with the relevant data processing
logic (Req. 6).

5.2

Document storage with Application
Programming Interfaces

In order to complement the toolkit and for exploring possible storage and interaction models with regards to machine-readable transparency information, in this section the component tilt-hub, an
extensible document storage, is introduced.32 Within tilt-hub, documents expressed in our language can be stored and versioned.33
Furthermore, two APIs enable 1) queries to retrieve the exact transparency information that is needed for a specific use case and 2)
queries to reveal data sharing networks if the documents are describing several data processing entities.
Figure 2 shows the system architecture which relies on the concept of microservices. Each implemented service can be scaled
up and down individually using docker-compose.34 The central
component is an instance of MongoDB35 , a JSON based document
database, per default running as a single node cluster. It could be
configured to run on horizontally scaled infrastructure to be able
to store millions of transparency-related documents. Since MongoDB is published under an open source license, a big ecosystem of
various toolkits, APIs and GUIs already has evolved. In particular,
29 https://pypi.org/project/tilt/
30 pip

install tilt

31 https://pypi.org/project/fastjsonschema/

32 https://github.com/Transparency-Information-Language/tilt-hub

24 https://jsoneditoronline.org/

33 For

this purpose, we introduced the meta building block containing modification
date, status, hash, and identification number. These fields can express the timeliness,
sequence, integrity and status of documents.
34 https://docs.docker.com/compose/
35 https://www.mongodb.com

25 https://github.com/Transparency-Information-Language/java-tilt

26 https://github.com/Transparency-Information-Language/python-tilt
27 The

quicktype.io project helped us to create the prototypes.

28 https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson
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implementation40 while our language relies on the more recent
version 7. For the schema validation we employ the node.js library
Ajv that has been benchmarked as the fastest validator available
for JavaScript.41 We propose the usage of tilt-hub for (i) internal
deployments only within the control sphere of a data controller for
better internal document management, or (ii) also with external
access for interested data subjects and third parties. Moreover, (iii)
data protection officers or supervisory authorities could use the
interfaces to interact with the transparency document storage for
their tasks. Consequently, different deployment models offer a multitude of options for business process optimizations because they
replace manual information management and analysis tasks (also
addressing Req. 2).42

Clients

GraphQL API
service

Web
interface

REST API
service

Document storage

JavaScript
validation trigger

Python trigger for
custom integration

6

EXEMPLARY APPLICATIONS

To demonstrate the opportunities for data subjects’ informedness
and data sovereignty unlocked by the existence of a structured,
machine-readable language and respective tools as introduced
above, we implemented two exemplary applications utilizing different capabilities and characteristics of these artifacts: A transparency
analysis platform allowing to analyze stated data usage and sharing practices across multiple data processing parties and a simple
browser extension illustrating the possibilities for novel user-facing
representations of transparency information (cf. Req. 2).

Figure 2: System architecture of the document storage.
this includes the Mongo Express36 web-based user interface and
driver support for almost all popular programming languages.37 In
addition to the aforementioned native drivers for MongoDB, two
language-agnostic application programming interfaces were developed for the document storage, namely a GraphQL API service
and a REST API service. Both are realized as independently functioning microservices. By the help of these services, clients can for
instance perform search queries, integrate the transparency information language into their continuous integration or deployment
pipelines, or connect other privacy-related software components
such as personal information management systems. When building
applications, these techniques and the developed language bindings
play hand in hand to lower implementation costs for the efficient
storage and queries of transparency documents (Reqs. 3 and 6). To
the best of our knowledge, these are distinguishing features, not
entirely present in related work.
Furthermore, the infrastructure comprises two additional triggering microservices. Both of them show the database interaction
within the internal tilt-hub network. The Python trigger serves as a
starting point for developers who want to integrate the document
storage into their CI/CD pipelines. An exemplary use case might
be the notification in case of changes: A developer could have implemented a new function in one of the data controller’s services
that introduces a new third country transfer. Consequently, the developer pushes the change to tilt-hub e.g. using the REST API. This
upsert would trigger the Python microservice to send an email or
short-message notification to the law department informing about
the successful update. The Python microservice uses the native language binding described above and connects to the database using
pymongo.38 Additionally, a JavaScript microservice using node.js39
was implemented for the continuous validation of all changes to the
database with respect to our JSON schema. This microservice had
to be developed since the integrated schema validation capabilities
of MongoDB are limited to version 4 of the JSON schema reference

6.1

Transparency Analysis Platform

We built a transparency analysis platform that serves as a tool for
inspection and analysis tasks related to the presented transparency
information. With this tool, it is possible to map respective information of a multitude of data controllers onto a graph structure. This
allows to reveal potential data sharing networks among multiple
data controllers that are hard or impossible to grasp by individual
data subjects today as doing so would require scanning thousands
of traditional privacy policies and putting them into context. In
order to make use of publicly available transparency information
from existing transparency and consent frameworks such as IAB
Europe, we provide this ready-to-use analysis tool.
An already established software stack for graph databases serves
as technical basis.43 The prototypical implementation can be subdivided into data extractors and data processing components (Neo4j
graph database, GraphQL API, and accompanying libraries). As an
input, our platform accepts documents in the two different versions
of the IAB Europe framework as well as documents expressed in
our proposed language. The output is a visual graph structure or
textual query results depending on the interfaces that are used.
With our tool, we were able to combine transparency information documents from different sources and explore complex
controller-processor-purpose interrelations. These e.g. include “isolated”, “networked” or “linked” controller relationships which, for
instance, may point at unforeseen knowledge concentrations or
risks of interlinking data from different sources. Future work on

36 https://github.com/mongo-express/mongo-express

40 https://docs.mongodb.com/manual/core/schema-validation/

38 https://pypi.org/project/pymongo/

42 https://github.com/Transparency-Information-Language/tilt-sample-analysis

41 https://github.com/ajv-validator/ajv

37 https://docs.mongodb.com/drivers/

43 https://grandstack.io/

39 https://nodejs.org/en/
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the analysis platform includes pre-defined queries that answer specific questions well-known from social network or graph analysis
studies [23, 34, 39]. For now, we prove the applicability and interoperability of our language model within a practical privacy
engineering software artifact.44

6.2

(from controller to data subject), we consider at least the following
concepts worth investigating in future work. First, the automated
extraction of transparency information from natural language or
even source code (annotations) seems promising. In addition, there
is a large body of literature on explainable AI which clearly relates
to the information obligations with regards to automatic decision
making [3]. Moreover, the integration and interplay with other
privacy languages, e.g. in the context of legally sufficient consent
[38], needs to be examined. Later on, advanced concepts from the
GDPR (e.g. joint controllership) or recent judicial decisions (e.g.
relating EU–US data transfers) need to be taken into consideration.
Finally, we also mentioned overlaps with accountability-related
requirements for keeping records of processing activities from Art.
30 of the GDPR. These should also be investigated further in the
future.

Internet Browser Extension

At European level, the Art. 29 WP [2] recommended “that layered
privacy statements/notices should be used [. . . ] rather than displaying all such information in a single notice on the screen” (cf. Req.
1). Hence our toolkit and applicability examples are augmented by
the development of an internet browser extension that is able to
summarize key aspects of the transparency information expressed
in our language.
We target the Google Chrome browser platform to reach the
large majority of internet users.45 Therefore, the architecture of the
browser extension follows the developer guidelines provided by
Google and is built upon web technologies including HTML, CSS,
and JavaScript. The core functionality of the browser extension
lies in fetching the language schema and the document expressed
in our transparency language from publicly available sources (i.e.
Github or the data controller’s web server). Then, these contents
are parsed and transformed into a summarizing textual and visual
representation. For example, the stated data transfers are counted,
the indication regarding automatic decision making is color-coded
or the data protection officer is named. Third country transfers are
represented using the official flags according to the country codes.
The information is updated at each click on the extension’s icon to
prevent unnecessary HTTP requests.
For future work, the browser extension should provide users
with more diverse and dynamic representations according to their
individual preferences and competencies. The inclusion of privacy
icons, other visual-based representations or helping comments hold
a lot of promise for adaptive representations [14, 15]. Moreover,
there is a direct link to the tilt-hub, introduced in section 5.2. As
the different deployment models of tilt-hub allow to provide transparency information independently from every single data controller and potentially even from a public repository, the browser
extension could even display a summary of the transparency notice
without the original publication of transparency information by
the vendor under study.

7

8

CONCLUSION

The current practice of providing privacy-related transparency
information is dysfunctional and does not serve its originally intended goals anymore. To pave the way for novel, technically mediated approaches to transparency, we herein presented a structured,
machine-readable transparency information language, accompanied by a surrounding toolkit that eases practical adoption. The
language specification is based on an extensive analysis of transparency requirements from the GDPR and thus offers the expressiveness required to unfold actual legal relevance. The toolkit, in turn,
particularly comprises two libraries for widely used programming
languages as well as an easily instantiatable storage and management backend that significantly reduce practical implementation
efforts for employing our language. Together, language and toolkit
thus provide viable technical means for representing transparency
information in a structured, machine-readable form as well as for
managing and processing them automatically in real-world (web)
information systems with reasonable implementation effort.
Altogether, our language and toolkit are powerful building blocks
allowing for the development of a broad variety of novel technical means for materializing the privacy principle of transparency
in a way that better aligns with the original goals of respective
regulations than current, legalese policy documents do. The transparency analysis platform and the browser extension presented
herein vividly demonstrate these capabilities and we envision a
broad range of further possible applications and tools to become
possible on top of an existing machine-readable representation of
transparency information.
Finally, by providing our transparency information language
and toolkit, we also change the given preconditions for applying
regulatory provisions: Art. 25 of the GDPR obligates the implementation of technical measures for all privacy principles as soon as
they are available as part of the current state of the art and can be
implemented with reasonable effort. With the contributions presented herein, both factors come closer to the point where technical
transparency mechanisms become obligatory.
Insofar, our approach addresses the current structural weaknesses of transparency by taking an interdisciplinary point of view
between law and technology and materializing the concepts into
practical systems engineering. In so doing, we hope to re-amplify

FUTURE WORK

The scientific discourse on privacy languages has been ongoing for
several years already. Our language has a clear and in-depth focus
on current transparency requirements from the GDPR. However,
the language design and implementation process is meant to be
adjusted to the technical and legal circumstances of tomorrow as
well. Consequently, we see our language model as “living” specification that can and shall be extended by experts from various
disciplines. With respect to traditional language evaluation criteria,
we assume broad conformance [28]. However, to support the application in a diverse field of domains and for different target groups
44 https://github.com/Transparency-Information-Language/

transparency-analysis-platform

45 https://gs.statcounter.com/browser-market-share
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transparency that “might lead consumers to behave differently”
and, thus, to contribute to an upcoming “renaissance” in privacy
law [20].
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